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Abstract

Determining the number of biomolecules within a small, diffraction-limited spot, is key to under-
standing intermolecular interactions that form the basis of all of information processing relevant to life.
To enumerate the number of biomolecules within such a small region of interest (ROI), it is possible to
illuminate an ROI containing a collection of fluorescently labeled biomolecules and observe the ROI’s
brightness over time. As most fluorescent labels (fluorophores) are initially in a fluorescently active
state, the brightness diminishes in a step-like pattern as fluorophores photobleach one at a time. Naively,
by counting steps, one could determine the number of fluorophores present. However, this analysis is
complicated by photon shot noise, camera noise that amplifies intrinsic photon shot noise and fluo-
rophore photophysics (i.e., states with variable emission visited by fluorophores). Current state of the
art can typically enumerate as many as 20 fluorophores reliably. Yet in many biophysics problems, flu-
orophore numbers can vastly exceed 20 within an ROI. For this reason, we develop a method to learn
the number of fluorophores alongside other parameters required to achieve high counts simultaneously
and self-consistently (e.g., fluorophore photophysical rate parameters and camera parameters). As the
number of fluorophores is initially unknown and may be very large, and as not all fluorophores may ini-
tially be emitting photons, we cannot rely on a traditional (parametric) Bayesian framework. As such, to
achieve our goal of exceeding the state of the art by a factor of about 5, we must abandon the parametric
Bayesian paradigm and invoke novel tools within Bayesian nonparametrics never previously used in step
counting by photobleaching.

Labeling biomolecules such as proteins with fluorophores (i.e., fluorescent molecules) allows us to create
contrast between a cell’s background and labeled protein species of interest [1, 2, 3]. In particular, bright
spots within cells are interpreted as aggregates of labeled biomolecules [4]. Qualitatively, brighter spots
suggest more fluorophores and dimmer spots suggest fewer fluorophores; thus, stoichiometry can be deduced
from brightness in a region of interest (ROI) [5, 6, 1, 7, 8, 3, 2]. However, quantitatively enumerating the
number of fluorophores from brightness measurements is difficult due to shot noise, camera or detector noise
and photophysics of the individual fluorophores [9]. What is more, trying to enumerate fluorophores by
discriminating between them on the basis of their physical location does not work as protein aggregates are
typically at least an order of magnitude smaller than the diffraction limit of light (≈ 10 nm vs≈ 250 nm) [2, 3].

A number of methods exist to enumerate fluorophores within an ROI [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18,
19, 20, 21, 22]. In the absence of photobleaching altogether, and by simply comparing background to the
brightness of an ROI, one can use ruler methods that approximate the number of fluorophores by relating
the maximum brightness of the trace to some reference with known brightness. This approach is complicated
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Figure 1: As the number of active fluorophores increases, photon shot noise amplified by camera
noise becomes an essential modeling component. On the right we see two brightness time traces for an
ROI. The ROI giving rise to the red trace contains 5 fluorophores and the ROI giving rise to the green trace
contains 26 fluorophores. The black line through each trace represents the expected mean brightness at each
time level based on the background brightness, fluorophore brightness, and number of active fluorophores
at the time level. On the left we see the probability distribution for the initial brightness of each ROI
(blue) as well as the probability distribution for the initial brightness if the ROI contained one more or fewer
fluorophores (orange). We notice that: 1) for the red trace, the measured brightness matches closely with the
mean, whereas the green trace fluctuates wildly; 2) the probability for the initial brightness is sharply peaked
for the red trace which allows us to easily tell how many fluorophores are initially active. By contrast, the
probability for the initial brightness is much more spread out for the green trace and overlaps greatly with
the distributions for one more and one fewer fluorophores. Together, these two points suggest that while
simple theoretical treatments may work for enumerating steps involving few fluorophores, large numbers of
fluorophores require us to move beyond the traditional analyses and account for photophysics, camera noise
and shot noise.

Figure 2: Summary of the problem. (A) Each fluorophore can exist in one of three states: dark, active
(bright), or photobleached. Only fluorophores in the active state emit photons. There could, in principle,
be multiple active and dark states. Each fluorophore transitions between these states according to the
arrows (we do not draw self-transitions). (C) The brightness over time of an ROI reflects the states of the
fluorophores within this ROI.
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Figure 3: Photophysics is necessary for accurate fluorophore counting. Here we show a brightness
trace of an ROI (green) overlayed with steps found using two photophysical models (purple). In the top
we see a trace in which fluorophores are allowed to transition to a dark state and two bright states. In the
bottom we see a trace in which fluorophores can only be bright or photobleached. Both traces assume the
same fluorophore brightness and detector gain.
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when the number of fluorophores is large because the uncertainty in the brightness arising from photon shot
noise increases with the number of fluorophores [10, 11] (See figure 1).

Another method by which fluorophores are enumerated is by “Photobleaching step analysis” (PBSA).
Briefly, PBSA works by continuously illuminating an ROI with a laser source. Upon illumination, most
fluorophores will start in their bright state, giving rise to an initially high brightness. Subsequently, one-by-
one, fluorophores will blink and photobleach, causing step-like transitions between brightness levels until all
fluorophores are photobleached [5, 12, 2, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34]. A cartoon depicting
this process is laid out in figure 2. Algorithms for PBSA have been developed by many groups [10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. These methods exploit, for example, hidden Markov models [20, 22], data
filtering in order to see steps more clearly [14], statistical measures used to identify violations of statistics
where steps are located [18, 15, 17, 16], or neural nets to count fluorophores [19].

In a recently submitted manuscript additional ways of automating and improving upon PBSA methods
listed above have been explored [35]. Such methods are computationally cheap and effective at counting
fluorophores however, just as in the limited to roughly 20 fluorophores. In this manuscript our goal is to
exceed this limit by a factor of 5. This is motivated by work in which the number of fluorophores in a
diffraction limited spot is known to vastly exceed 20 [36, 37].

In order to reach such a high limit any method will have to meet the following criteria: 1) account for
accurate photophysics including photophysical artifacts such as missed steps (when two or more fluorophores
photobleach simultaneously, thus making two steps appear to be one) and blinking (see figure 3); 2) utilize
an accurate model for shot noise and detector noise; 3) provide full credible intervals (error bars) about the
estimates as error will grow when we have a larger number of fluorophores; and 4) exploit every data point
available without down-sampling, binning, or low-pass filtering which naturally reduce data quality. Existing
methods can satisfy these criteria, however, they cannot do so simultaneously. Therefore they are typically
limited to about 20 fluorophores depending on experimental conditions.

Traditional Bayesian methods would try to tackle the problem by treating the number of fluorophores
as a random variable and relating the probability of the data given the number of fluorophores to the
probability of the number of fluorophores given the data [38, 22]. When blinking is ignored this strategy
is straightforward because the number of steps directly translates to the number of fluorophores. However,
when blinking and multiple bright states are taken into account, the number of steps is not directly related to
the number of fluorophores (a step could be a photobleaching event, a blink, two photobleaching events while
one fluorophore that was previously dark becomes bright again, etc.). Thus in order to count the number of
fluorophores we must be able to explain each brightness step. To explain each brightness step we must keep
track of the photostates of each fluorophore at each time level. But in order to consider the photostates of
each fluorophore, the model needs to already know how many fluorophores are in an ROI, which defeats the
purpose of the problem. Thus the traditional Bayesian approach cannot count the number of fluorophores
and learn photophysics simultaneously because it treats the number of fluorophores as a model selection
problem. We must therefore use techniques from Bayesian nonparametrics to solve our problem.

To develop a method satisfying all criteria listed above, we propose to use tools within Bayesian non-
parametrics, in particular the Beta-Bernoulli Process (BBP) [39, 40] which has never previously been used
in PBSA. Nonparametrics are required because the number of fluorophores is unknown and the BBP allows
the number of parameters, and thus the dimensionality of the model, to vary in a way that is warranted by
the data [41, 42]. On account of these mathematical innovations, we will demonstrate that our method can
accurately and reliably infer the number of fluorophores within an ROI while satisfying all four criteria and,
by doing so, we can robustly count as many as 5 times more fluorophores than the state of the art.
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1 Methods

Here we both set up the forward model, i.e., the model that describes the stochastic photobleaching process
and other contributions to the data, and discuss the inference strategy required to learn the number of
fluorophores from the data. In particular, we will learn the state of each fluorophore at each time, the
transition probabilities between fluorophore states, the probability that a fluorophore starts bright, the
fluorophore mean brightness, and the background mean brightness. As we seen in fig 3, learning these
parameters is required to accurately infer the number of fluorophores in each ROI. As with all methods
within the Bayesian paradigm, whether parametric or nonparametric, we provide not only a point estimate
for the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate for each parameter, but also achieve full posterior inference
with credible intervals.

1.1 Forward model

The forward model describes how the data are generated. We start with R diffraction limited ROIs, indexed
by r for r = 1, . . . , R. Each ROI has Mr fluorophores indexed by m = 1, . . . ,Mr. We record the brightness
(measured in ADUs) of each ROI for N successive time levels, indexed by n = 1, . . . , N . The brightness of
the ROI r, at time level n is denoted wrn and is conditioned on the states of the fluorophores within the ROI
at that time. The state of mth fluorophore in ROI r at time level n is labeled sm,rn . For simplicity, let us say
that at each time level sm,rn can be one of three states: dark, σD, active, σA, and photobleached, σB . We
tackle the obstacle of multiple bright states in the SI.

At the first time level, each fluorophore in each ROI, will start either active or dark with probability
mass given by π0 (π0 is an array with two elements: the probability of a fluorophore starting bright, π0A
and the probability of a fluorophore starting dark, π0D). For each following time level, n, the state of each
fluorophore is conditioned on the previous state of the fluorophore according to π, the transition probability
matrix. Each element, πij , of the matrix represents the probability that a fluorophore will be in state σj
given that it was previously in state σi (see SI). These transitions can go like “dark to dark”, “dark to
bright”, “bright to bright”, “bright to dark”, “bright to bleached”, or “bleached to bleached” (See figure 2
and SI). In the presence of more than one bright state, we would have additional transitions such as “first
bright to second bright” though, for simplicity alone we will limit our discussion below to one bright state.

This scheme is mapped here,

sm,r1 ∼ Categorical (π0) (1)

sm,rn |sm,rn−1 ∼ Categorical
(
πsm,rn−1

)
(2)

where sm,rn is the state of fluorophore m in ROI r at time level n, ∼ means “is sampled from”, | means
“given” or “conditioned on”, Categorical (x) means “the categorical distribution with probability mass x”,
and πsm,rn−1

means “the row of π corresponding the the state of sm,rn−1. The support for these categorical

distributions is understood to be the set of possible states of the fluorophores, {σD, σA, σB} meaning that
for all n, m, and r, sm,rn = σD, sm,rn = σA, or sm,rn = σB .

At each time level, the fluorophores in each ROI give rise to the mean brightness of the ROI at the time
level, µrn. The mean brightness is the time step times by mean photons emitted per unit time for the time
level, meaning it has units of photons per frame. We can decompose it into the sum of the mean background
brightness of the ROI, µrB , and the mean fluorophore brightness, µA, times the number of fluorophores in
the ROI that are active,

µrn = µrB +

Mr∑
m=1

µsm,rn
(3)
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Figure 4: The graphical model of the inverse model. Nodes (circles) in the graphical model represent
random variables. Blue nodes are the random variables we infer. White nodes are auxiliary random variables
that “come along for the ride”. Grey nodes are observations (data). The arrow between nodes indicates
conditional dependence, meaning that if x is conditioned on y then we would draw an arrow going from node
y to node x. The plates (dashed boxes) indicate that the random variables inside the plate repeat over the
index in the top left of the plate. For example, the µrB node is within the outer plate with index r meaning
that be have one µrB for each r.

where µsk,rn means “the brightness of the state corresponding to sk,rn ”, as in, if sk,rn = σA then µsk,rn = µA or if

sk,rn = σB then µsk,rn = 0. We note that
∑Mr

m=1 µsm,rn
simply counts how many fluorophores are in the active

state in the ROI at the time level of interest. Here for simplicity we assume that background brightness µrB
remains constant in time. The time variant µrB is treated in the SI.

For data obtained with an EMCCD camera the brightness that we measure, wrn, is conditioned on the
mean brightness and the gain, G, through a gamma distribution [43]

wrn|µrn, G ∼ Gamma (µrn, G) . (4)

We notice that this conditional takes into account both the shot noise and the readout noise [44]. Substituting
Eq. (3) into Eq. (4) we find

wrn|s1:Mr,r
n , µA, µ

r
B , G ∼ Gamma

(
µrB +

K∑
k=1

µsk,rn , G

)
. (5)

With this model, the mean expected readout is µrnG ADU with a standard deviation of
√
µrnG

2 ADU. Thus
the noise scales with the brightness.

This scheme, where many fluorophores give rise to a single measurement (the brightness at a time level),
takes the form of a factorial hidden Markov model [45, 38].

1.2 Inverse model

The inverse model is the model we use to learn parameters from the data. We know the number of ROI, R, as
well as the length of the time traces, N . Following the Bayesian paradigm, we place prior distributions on all
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parameters whose posterior distribution we wish to determine from the data. The priors on the initial state
probabilities and the priors on the rows of the transition probability matrix are Dirichlet distributions [38,
46, 47, 48]

π0 ∼ Dirichlet (α0) (6)

πσi ∼ Dirichlet (ασi) (i = D,A,B) (7)

where α0 and ασi are hyperparameters chosen to be as naive as possible (See SI). The Dirichlet distributions
here are chosen for computational convenience alone as these are conjugate to the categorical distribution
(Eq. (2)) meaning that they are deliberately chosen in such a way that the product of likelihood and prior
lead to a distribution from which we can directly sample new values (See SI). The choice of prior becomes
immaterial in the limit of a large amount of data.

The priors on the mean background brightness and mean fluorophore brightness are gamma distributions

µA ∼ Gamma (φµA , ψµA) (8)

µrB ∼ Gamma (φµB , ψµB ) (9)

The gamma distribution choice reflects our knowledge that these variables are positive, and that we have little
knowledge of the range of values they take. By choosing small shape parameters (φµA , φµB = 2) the prior
gives non-negligible probability to a wide of values range for µA and µrB (choice of scale parameters ψµA , ψµB
is discussed in SI). Note that the parameters within the priors (φµA , α0, etc.) are called hyperparameters
and become decreasingly influential to the posterior as more data are collected [41, 49].

Because we cannot set a prior on the number of fluorophores in each ROI, Mr, we must use Bayesian
nonparametrics in our analysis. Briefly, we will implement this using a nonparametric limit [50, 51]. That
is, we will assume an exceedingly large number of model fluorophores in the ROI, K � Mr, indexing each
fluorophore with k = 1, . . . ,K. We will then assign each model fluorophore a load bk,r. If the load is on,
bk,r = 1, then we say that the fluorophore exists and contributes to the brightness of the ROI. If the load is
off, bk,r = 0, then the fluorophore is a virtual fluorophore which does not contribute to the brightness. Thus
by adding up the loads of the model fluorophores we get the number of fluorophores that are located within
the ROI. A load, bk,r, is a random variable sampled from the Bernoulli distribution with hyperparameter γ

bm,r ∼ Bernoulli

(
γ

K + γ − 1

)
. (10)

This seemingly odd choice of probability mass is motivated by the Beta-Bernoulli Process [39, 40] (See SI).
The result is that as K becomes large, formally at the limit K →∞, the probability distribution converges
to a distribution in which an infinite number of fluorophores are considered [50, 51]. Furthermore, this choice
of prior allows inference that is independent on our choice of loads. That is, we can choose K to be anything
(so long as K is greater than the number of fluorophores in the ROI, see section 2.2) and it will not interfere
with our counting.

In this scheme, the states are sampled the same way as in the forward model, but the brightness is now
conditioned on the loads

sk,r1 |π0 ∼ Categorical (π0) (11)

sk,rn |s
k,r
n−1,π ∼ Categorical

(
πsk,rn−1

)
(12)

wrn|s1:K,rn , b1:K,r, µA, µ
r
B , G ∼ Gamma

(
µrB +

K∑
k=1

bk,rµsk,rn , G

)
. (13)
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We note that
∑K
k=1 b

k,rµsk,rn counts how many fluorophores simultaneously have “on” loads and are in the
active state in the ROI at the time level of interest. Furthermore, while this inverse model looks different
from the forward model (because of the loads), the models are actually the same if we declare that bm,r = 1
for all fluorophores in the forward model. However, for notational simplicity, we did not include loads in the
forward model.

Lastly, in the PBSA experiments we consider, data is collected until all fluorophores are photobleached.
As such, we have knowledge of the final states of the fluorophores. Put differently, the fluorophore states at
the last time level are fixed at

sk,rN = σB . (14)

1.3 Model summary

The model is summarized as follows.

µA ∼ Gamma (φµA , ψµA) (15)

µrB ∼ Gamma (φµB , ψµB ) (16)

π0 ∼ Dirichlet (α0) (17)

πσi ∼ Dirichlet (ασi) (18)

bm,r ∼ Bernoulli

(
γ

γ +K − 1

)
(19)

sk,r1 ∼ Categorical (π0) (20)

sk,rn |s
k,r
n−1 ∼ Categorical

(
πsk,rn−1

)
(21)

sk,rN = σB (22)

wrn|s1:Mr,r
n , µA, µ

r
B , G ∼ Gamma

(
µrB +

K∑
k=1

bk,rµsk,rn , G

)
(23)

Note that in the following sections we include multiple bright states and exponentially decaying back-
ground in that analysis. This is treated in the SI, but for simplicity in notation is not shown here.

1.4 Sampling

The inverse model scheme (Eqs. (15)-(23)) allow us to develop the joint posterior of our model

P
(
s1:K,1:R1:N , b1:K,1:R, µA, µ

1:R
B ,π,π0|w1:R

1:N

)
(24)

∝ P
(
w1:R

1:N |s
1:K,1:R
1:N , b1:K,1:R, µA, µ

1:R
B ,π,π0

)
× P

(
s1:K,1:R1:N , b1:K,1:R, µA, µ

1:R
B ,π,π0

)
where the likelihood (middle term of Eq. (24)) is the product of Eq. (25) for all time levels and ROIs, which
looks like

P
(
w1:R

1:N |s
1:K,1:R
1:N , b1:K,1:R, µA, µ

1:R
B ,π,π0

)
(25)

=
R∏
r=1

N∏
n=1

Gamma

(
wrn|µ

r,n
B +

K∑
k=1

bk,rµsk,rn

)
,
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and the prior (final term) of can be further decomposed into

P
(
s1:K,1:R1:N , b1:K,1:R, µA, µ

1:R
B ,π,π0

)
(26)

∝ P
(
b1:K,1:R

)
P (µA)P

(
µ1:R
B

)
P (π)P (π0)

× P
(
s1:K,1:R1:N−1 |π,π0

)
which has two main parts, 1) the middle terms of Eq. (26) are the product of Eqs. (6)-(10) over all indexes
2) the last term of Eq. (26) is the product of π0,D to the power of the number of fluorophores that start dark
(C0D is the number of fluorophores that start dark) times π0,A to the power of the number of fluorophores
that start bright (C0A is the number of fluorophores that start bright) times πij to the power of the number
of transitions that occurred from σi to σj (Cij is the number of transitions from σi to σj)

P
(
s1:K,1:R1:N−1 |π,π0

)
= πC0D

O,Dπ
C0A

0,A

∏
i,j

π
Cij
ij (27)

C0D =
R∑
r=1

K∑
k=1

I[sk,r1 = σD] (28)

C0A =

R∑
r=1

K∑
k=1

I[sk,r1 = σA] (29)

Cij =
R∑
r=1

K∑
k=1

N∑
n=2

I[sk,rn = σj ]I[sk,rn−1 = σi] (30)

where I[x = y] is the indicator function that is equal to 1 if x = y and 0 else. We note that in this scheme
(Eqs. (24)-(27)), we are learning the number of fluorophores in many ROI simultaneously. This is important
because by analyzing many ROI together, we effectively have more information to train on and therefore
obtain more accurate results.

The posterior has no analytical solutions for the number of fluorophores in the ROI. Therefore we use
Gibbs sampling to learn these the parameters of the model [52, 41, 53], s1:K,1:R1:N , b1:K,1:R, µA, µ

1:R
B ,π, and

π0. Briefly, Gibbs sampling starts with an initial set of values for the parameters that we wish to learn and
then iteratively, one by one, samples new values for each parameter while holding the others constant. This
is outlined below where (i) indexes the iteration in the Gibbs sampler.

• Step 1: Choose initial s
1:K,1:R,(0)
1:N , b1:K,1:R,(0), µ

(0)
A , µ

1:R,(0)
B , π(0), and π

(0)
0 .

• Step 2: For many iterations, i:

– A) Sample new states and loads from

P
(
s
1:K,1:R,(i)
1:N , b1:K,1:R,(i)|µ(i−1)

A , µ
1:R,(i−1)
B ,π(i−1),π

(i−1)
0 , w1:R

1:N

)
which is the product of Eq. (25) and Eq. (27).

– B) Sample new transition probabilities and initial state probabilities from

P
(
π(i),π

(i)
0 |s

1:K,1:R,(i)
1:N , b1:K,1:R,(i), µ

(i−1)
A , µ

1:R,(i−1)
B , w1:R

1:N

)
which is the product of Eqs. (6), (7), and (27). Here the choice of conjugate priors allow us to
sample π0 and π directly (See SI).
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– C) Sample new camera parameters from

P
(
µ
(i)
A , µ

1:R,(i)
B |s1:K,1:R,(i)1:N , b1:K,1:R,(i),π(i),π

(i)
0 , w1:R

1:N

)
which is the product of Eq. (25) and the priors (Eqs. (8)-(9)).

For Step 1, the initial values are chosen to be the means of the prior. These means can in principle
be anything, although, better guesses lead to faster convergence. We did notice the sampler is sensitive to
the initial value for the fluorophore brightness. In other words we could sample, for example, half as many
fluorophores with twice the brightness or three times the number of fluorophore with a third the brightness.
To avoid this problem we set a sharp prior for the value of µA on the brightness of a single fluorophore which
is clear at the end of the trace. This makes sure that our model is posterior is sharply peaked at reasonable
numbers of fluorophores. We calibrate gain, G, using methods described in Hirsch et al [43]. See SI for how

we choose the other parameters, µ
1:R,(0)
B , π(0), and π

(0)
0 .

In Step 2 A, for each ROI, we sample loads and states together by using the forward filter backwards
sample algorithm [38]. To speed up computation we do this using a collapsed state space where we treat
photobleached fluorophores and fluorophores with load off to be the same (See SI). For Step 2 C, we sample
µA and µ1:R

B each separately using a Metropolis-within-Gibbs step [54, 41, 53].
As the sampler runs, higher probability regions are sampled more often and lower probability regions are

sampled less often [52, 41, 53]. After many iterations we can histogram the results to approximate the shape
of our posterior. By looking at the histogram and not just the MAP or mean, we are able to get credible
intervals for our estimates.

We note that the R ROIs in the base set are analyzed simultaneously. To be clear, we mean that each
ROI has its own fluorophore states, loads, and mean background brightness, but the transition probabilities,
initial state probability, and mean fluorophore brightness are global. This is advantageous because it allows
the inference of each ROI to benefit from the others by providing more data on which to train the transition
probabilities.

2 Results

In this section we evaluate the robustness of our method. We start by demonstrating the method on a
simulated dataset generated with a base set of parameters. For the base set we have 50 ROIs containing
on average 14 fluorophores. The traces are 1000 seconds long with brightness wrn collected every 50 ms, so
20000 total frames. The exact number of fluorophores in each ROI is sampled from a binomial distribution
to mimic 20 binding sites with 70% labeling efficiency. The emGain used for the simulation was 50 [55]. The
dimensionless background brightness parameters are µrB = µrB

′ = 500, τ = 2000 (See SI for exponentially
decaying background parameters). The fluorophores were simulated with two bright states with brightness
given by µA1 = 450 and µA2 = 350 (plus one dark state and a photobleached state with brightness given by
µD = µB = 0). The initial probability of starting bright was chosen to be .97 to reflect that most fluorophores
are initially excited. For the number of loads, M , we choose 99. These parameters were chosen to mimic the
parameters learned from real data which will be discussed later. We will refer to these parameters as the
“base case.” After the initial demonstration on the base case parameters, we change the parameters one by
one to show how the results change. Then we will show our analysis on real data.

As a metric for analysis, we present our results in two ways: 1) we show the learned probability of the

number of fluorophores per ROI. That is, we find Br =
∑K
k=1 b

r
k for each ROI and each sample in our Gibbs

sampler, then we histogram the Br’s for r = 1, .., R. In the limit that the number of ROIs is large, this should
converge to the ground truth distribution of fluorophore numbers convoluted with the uncertainty associated
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with the number of fluorophores in a single ROI; 2) We find the error distribution of our estimate which
is calculated by histogramming the difference between Br and the ground truth number of fluorophores in
ROI r.

2.1 Demonstration on base parameters

We evaluated our method with data simulated using the forward model (Eqs. (1)-(5)) using the base set of
parameters. Figure 5 shows the results for our analysis. The first row shows the brightness over time for 5
ROIs, w1:5

1:N . The bottom two rows show the inferred probability of the number of fluorophores in an ROI
and the error distribution as explained above. For the distribution of the number of fluorophores in an ROI
(middle row) we compare to a histogram of the ground truth number of fluorophores.

Overall distribution of the number of inferred fluorophores qualitatively matches with the ground truth.
Error analysis shows that roughly half of the samples were equal to the ground truth. No samples were more
than 2 fluorophores off. The variance on the number of fluorophores in an ROI was small (〈(Br − 〈Br〉)2〉 =
.35) meaning that once the sampler found a good value for Br it did not drift far away from it.

2.2 Varying the number of loads

Before we move on, we must make sure that our choice of nonparametric limit in our beta-Bernoulli prior,
Eq. (10), does not heavily the number of loads we choose. That is, we want to make sure that if 14
fluorophores are present in an ROI, then our choice of K = 30 or K = 300 from Eq. (10) is inconsequential.
To address this we ran inference on the same simulated data, but with a different number of loads. The
results are shown in figure 6.

The top row of figure 6 shows that if we do not provide a sufficient number of loads, then we cannot count
the correct number of fluorophores. This is obvious because if the number of fluorophores is determined by
how many loads are “on”, then when there are not enough loads, we cannot turn on enough loads to account
for all the fluorophores. For example, if we provide 9 loads, but there are 14 fluorophores, then even if all
9 loads are “on” we underestimate by 5 fluorophores. Aside from this constraint, we found that once a
sufficient number of loads are chosen then the results are not dependent on the number of loads. As seen in
the bottom three rows of figure 6, increasing the number of loads has negligible impact on the performance
of the sampler.

Therefore, for the rest of this paper we will take for granted that we are free to set the number of loads as
we please provided the value for K is large enough. A note however is in order. If we choose too many loads,
then the computation becomes expensive and inefficient. As a nice balance between sufficiency and efficiency,
we will choose to make the number of loads equal to two times the expected number of fluorophores. In
the case that the ground truth number of fluorophores is unknown (like for real data) the best way forward
would be to guess a number of loads and if it maxes out (i.e., the number of sampled fluorophores in an ROI
is equal to the number of loads) then to double the number of loads and try again.

2.3 Varying the number of fluorophores

Now that we have shown that we can accurately count the number of fluorophores in an ROI, the next
clear step forward is to see how high we can count. For this, we simulated data using the same base case
parameters, but changed the way in which we sample the ground truth number of fluorophores. Here we
simulate ten different experiments with 20, 40, ..., 200 fluorophore binding sites and 50% labeling efficiency
so that the expected number of fluorophores for each ROI is 10, 20, ..., 100 respectively. In order to account
for the additional fluorophores we also increase the number of loads to 198.

As seen in figure 7, the sampler does best at learning the number of fluorophores when there are few
fluorophores. As the number of fluorophores increases, we start to experience a systematic underestimation
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Figure 5: Inference on the base set of parameters. We infer the parameters for the 50 ROI in the
base set simultaneously; we learn the number of fluorophores in each ROI as well as the global transition
probability, gain, etc. The top row shows the input brightness vs time data for the first 5 ROIs. The second
row shows the inferred probability distribution for the number of fluorophores in an ROI compared to the
ground truth distribution. The third row shows the probability of the error from each sample, that is the
absolute value of the ground truth number of fluorophores minus the sampled number of fluorophores for
each sample and ROI.
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Figure 6: Inference on fluorophore number from data simulated with varying number of loads.
Each row shows inference on data simulated with a different number of loads. The left column shows the
learned number of fluorophores per ROI against the ground truth. The right column shows the probability
of error for each sample.
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Figure 7: Inference on fluorophore number from data simulated with varying fluorophore num-
bers. Each row shows inference on data simulated with a different number of fluorophores per ROI. The
left column shows the learned number of fluorophores per ROI against the ground truth. The right column
shows the probability of error for each sample.
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of the number of fluorophores in an ROI. In general, it seems that in the high fluorophore limit, the error
for an ROI is usually between 10 and 20 percent with an average error of about 16%. The source of
the underestimation is that the width of the brightness levels is much wider than the separation between
brightness levels (see figure 1).

2.4 Varying the number of states

We note that while our model is nonparametric in the number of fluorophores in an ROI (i.e., that the
number of fluorophores in an ROI is not a fixed quantity but inferred), our model is parametric in the
number of fluorophore states. That is, we must pre-specify the number of fluorophore states. It is difficult
to be both nonparametric in the number of fluorophores and the number of states (as then, trivially, each
transition could be considered to visit a new state of the fluorophore). In the previous sections, we have taken
for granted that we knew the correct number of fluorophore states. We modeled that the fluorophores have
two separate bright states, a dark state, and a photobleached state. Here we explore the photophysical state
space further using different numbers of bright states. For conciseness, we will refer to these models using
a naming convention that starts with ‘D’ followed by the number of dark states and then ‘B’ followed by
the number of bright states: 1) D0B1, a model with no dark state and one bright state (i.e., the fluorophore
is either bright or photobleached); 2) D1B1, a model with one dark state one bright state; 3) D1B2, a
model with one dark state and two bright states; 4) D1B3, a model with one dark state and three bright
states. In principle we could also explore using even more bright states or even multiple dark states, but the
combinatorics on the possible arrangements on fluorophore states is too large and tangential to this current
discussion. We note that the base case set of parameters uses a D1B2 model. Figure 8 shows inference for
data simulated using the base set of parameters, D1B2, but inferred using other models. Figure 9 shows
inference for data simulated using the D0B1 model, but inferred using other models.

We notice that the model with only two states, D0B1, is the same models as the one used in Garry et
al. [22]. This model does well at counting fluorophores from data generated using the D0B1 model (figure 9
second row). On the other hand, the inference severely underestimates the number of fluorophores for the
data generated using the D1B1 model (figure 8 second row). This is because, lacking a dark state, no possible
fluorophore state trajectory under the D0B1 model can account for blinks where the brightness of the ROI
goes down and then comes back up. Thus the only way for the sampler to account for blinks is to increase
the variance (by increasing the background brightness, µB) to a level where a sudden drop in brightness is
explained purely by noise. This in turn makes photobleaching steps also the same size as noise fluctuations
(because the drop in brightness from a blink is the same as a drop in brightness from a photobleaching
event), thus the sampler will “miss” the photobleaching steps and most brightness drops will be explained
purely by the exponentially decaying background.

The model with only one bright state and one dark state, D1B1, can still accurately count the fluorophores
from data generated with the D0B1 model (figure 9 third row). In this case the dark state is never visited
despite being available. On the other hand, the D1B1 model over counts the number of fluorophores because
it can only use bright-dark transitions to account for changes in brightness that are really due to a fluorophore
switching between bright states (figure 8 row 3). For example, if a fluorophore starts in the brighter bright
state, transitions to the dimmer bright state, then transitions back to the brighter bright stat, the model,
only having one bright state, will explain the dip in brightness by starting two fluorophores in the bright
state and having one fluorophore stay bright while the other goes into the dark state for a short while before
it returns to the bright state. Thus the D1B1 model will often use 2 fluorophores to explain a trace made
by one fluorophore (model also will infer the brightness to be lower than the ground truth).

The D1B2 and D1B3 models slightly overestimate the number of fluorophores in the data generated using
the D0B1 model (figure 9). This is probably due to over fitting. Meanwhile, the D1B2 model accurately
learns the number of fluorophores from the data generated with the D1B2 model because this model matches
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Figure 8: Inference on fluorophore number from data simulated with varying number of states.
The top row shows an example trace from an ROI. Each following row shows inference using a specific model.
The left column shows the learned number of fluorophores per ROI against the ground truth. The right
column shows the probability of error for each sample.
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Figure 9: Inference on fluorophore number from data simulated with varying number of states.
The top row shows an example trace from an ROI. Each following row shows inference using a specific model.
The left column shows the learned number of fluorophores per ROI against the ground truth. The right
column shows the probability of error for each sample.
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the model used to generate the data (figure 8 row 4). Results from both the D1B2 and D1B3 models are
similar for the data generated using the D1B2 model (figure 8 bottom row) because the extra state in the
D1B3 model is rarely sampled.

2.5 Real data

In order to test our method on real data, we collected brightness traces from fluorophores bound to DNA
origami. Data acquisition, which is already explained in Herten et al. [35], is briefly summarized here. Firstly
we filmed the DNA origami. We then used a log of Gaussian filter to select ROIs. For each ROI at each time
level we summed the brightness of every pixel in the ROI to get the total brightness for the ROI at each
time level (i.e. the brightness time trace). We then manually filtered each trace to eliminate traces from
ROIs in which free floating fluorophores had diffused through. We took time traces using two different types
of of DNA origami constructed to have 20 and 35 binding sites respectively. For the 20 binding site origami,
movies were taken for 1000 seconds at 50ms camera exposure (20000 frames) with an emGain of 50. For the
35 binding site origami, movies were taken for 300 seconds at 200ms camera exposure with an emGain of 10
(15000 frames). The expected distribution of fluorophores in this set up is a binomial distribution, thus we
can compare the results from our counting method to a binomial distribution as a reliable ground truth.

Results are shown in figure 10. For the 20 binding site data set, the D0B1 model underestimates the
number of fluorophores, and the D1B1 model overestimates the number of fluorophores, just like they
did for the simulated data sets. The D1B2 and D1B3 models give similar results, but both models slightly
overestimate the number of fluorophores. The overestimation could be due to accidentally selecting ROIs with
two origami inside, additional sources of noise not accounted for in our model, or from excess fluorophores
entering the ROI, that we were unable to filter out.

For the 35 binding site data (figure 11 bottom row), the overestimation from the D1B1 model is not
as pronounced. This is because, as the number of fluorophores increases, the difference in brightness from
brightness states at the beginning of the trace begins to become much smaller than the variance on the
brightness (variance= µrmG

2 where µrm is proportional to the number of active fluorophores). A larger
number of fluorophores and a larger background brightness allows the variance to be large enough to smooth
out the photophysical artifacts, blinks and extra bright states, without changing the number of fluorophores
needed to explain the trace.

While our results for the 20 and 35 binding site data are reasonable, we wanted to test how high we
could count. In order to create data sets with ROIs containing additional binding sites without running
additional experiments, we decided to combine the ROIs we have to make new, larger ROIs. That is, we can
draw our ROI boundary around two or more ROIs so that we have more fluorophores inside, or equivalently,
at each time level we can add the brightnesses of two or more ROIs in order to create a bigger ROI with
more fluorophores inside. Thus by adding together two ROIs with 20 and 35 binding sites, we can count
fluorophores in ROIs with 40 and 70 total binding sites (figure 11). By adding together four ROIs with
20 and 35 binding sites, we can count fluorophores in ROI with 80 and 140 total binding sites (figure 12).
Results for both these combined cases match qualitatively with the expected distributions.

3 Discussion

Learning the number of fluorophores within an ROI is a key step toward unraveling processes below the
diffraction limit [5, 12, 2, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 56]. In order to go beyond the state of the art and enumerate as many as five times more fluorophores, we
must accurately account for all the following: 1) fluorophore photophysics; 2) models for shot and detector
noise; 3) provide full credible intervals (error bars) about the estimates; and 4) exploit every data point
available without pre- or post-processing. Put differently, we must jointly learn the photophysical transition
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Figure 10: Inference on real data. Here we count the fluorophores from real data. Each column shows
inference on the data using a different fluorophore model. The top row analyzes data from experiments using
DNA origami with 20 binding sites. The bottom row analyzes data from experiments using DNA origami
with 35 binding sites. Also plotted are the expected distribution of fluorophores (a binomial distribution),
and a vertical line showing the maximum possible number of fluorophores.
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Figure 11: Inference on semi-synthetic data. Here we count the fluorophores from real data where we
combine two ROIs into one. Each column shows inference on the data using a different fluorophore model.
The top row analyzes data from experiments using DNA origami with 20 binding sites. The bottom row
analyzes data from experiments using DNA origami with 35 binding sites. Also plotted are the expected
distribution of fluorophores (a binomial distribution), and a vertical line showing the maximum possible
number of fluorophores.
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Figure 12: Inference on more semi-synthetic data. Here we count the fluorophores from real data where
we combine four ROIs into one. Each column shows inference on the data using a different fluorophore model.
The top row analyzes data from experiments using DNA origami with 20 binding sites. The bottom row
analyzes data from experiments using DNA origami with 35 binding sites. Also plotted are the expected
distribution of fluorophores (a binomial distribution), and a vertical line showing the maximum possible
number of fluorophores.
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rates and brightness parameters along with the number of fluorophores. In order to achieve this, we had to
consider multiple ROIs simultaneously.

Despite the improvement afforded by Bayesian nonparametrics in treating fluorophore photophysics,
there is an added computational cost. For example, counting as many as a hundred fluorophores can take
as much as a week on a typical PC. This can time can be shortened if sampling states for each ROI is done
in parallel. As such, the time to completion can be drastically reduced when running the same calculation
a high performance computing cluster.

Moving forward, there are a number of ways in which our method could be improved. Firstly, beyond
parallelizing the treatment of the code, we can reduce the computational burden by allowing K, the number
of loads, to adapt during our sampler’s burn in phase. This will optimize K on the fly. Furthermore,
any method attempting to count as many fluorophores as we are, including ours, will be sensitive to the
choice of photophysical model for the fluorophores (the number of bright and dark states) that needs to be
appropriately calibrated. The calibration could be done by isolating single fluorophores and finding state
levels using an infinite hidden Markov model [46].

More broadly, however, questions of fixed stoichiometry, as we have explored them herein, are only a
small part of deducing life’s events within small confined regions. Of greater interest, in the horizon, is the
possibility of monitoring time-dependent events within diffraction-limit regions.
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4.4 Remark on transition probabilities

As shown in figure 2 A, fluorophores can transition like “dark to bright”, “bright to dark”, and “bright to
bleached” as well as self transition like “dark to dark”, “bright to bright”, and “bleached to bleached.” This
is captured by the layout of π, where rows correspond to “old state” and columns correspond to “new state”.

π =

πσD→σD πσD→σA 0
πσA→σD πσA→σA πσA→σB

0 0 1

 (31)

Here, πσB→σB = 1 because there are no transitions out of the bleached state. Similarly, π0 looks like

π0 =
[
π0→σD π0→σA 0

]
. (32)

4.5 Hyperparameter on loads

Each load is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution with a parameter qm,r. This parameter qm,r is sampled
from a beta distribution with hyperparameters γ and K, where γ is a hyperhyperparameter on all qm,r’s
and K is the total number of load on and load off fluorophores in ROI r.

bm,r ∼ Bernoulli (qm,r) (33)

qm,r ∼ Beta

(
γ

K
,
K − 1

K

)
(34)

This is the Beta-Bernoulli process (BBP) [39, 40]. The distribution on qm,r is constructed in such a way
that as K goes to infinity, qm,r goes to zero. This is in line with our assumption that K �Mr. It turns out
that we can marginalize over the qm,r’s to get a Bernoulli distribution for bm,r in terms of γ and K.
Proof:
(for clarity, indices are dropped)

P (b) =

∫ 1

0

dq P (b|q)P (q)

=

∫ 1

0

dq Bernoulli (b|q) Beta

(
q| γ
K
,
K − 1

K

)
=

∫ 1

0

dq
(
qb (1− q)1−b

)( Γ
(
γ
K + K−1

K

)
Γ
(
γ
K

)
Γ
(
K−1
K

)q γK (1− q)
K−1
K

)

=
Γ
(
γ
K + K−1

K

)
Γ
(
γ
K

)
Γ
(
K−1
K

) ∫ 1

0

dq q
γ
K+b−1 (1− q)

K−1
K −b+1−1

=
Γ
(
γ
K + K−1

K

)
Γ
(
γ
K

)
Γ
(
K−1
K

) Γ
(
γ
K + b

)
Γ
(
K−1
K − b+ 1

)
Γ
(
γ
K + K−1

K + 1
) ∫ 1

0

dq Beta

(
q| γ
K

+ b,
K − 1

K
− b+ 1

)
=

K

γ +K − 1

Γ
(
γ
K + b

)
Γ
(
γ
K

) Γ
(
K−1
K − b+ 1

)
Γ
(
K−1
K

)
=

{
K−1

γ+K−1 b = 0
γ

γ+K−1 b = 1

= Bernoulli

(
γ

γ +K − 1

)
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According to our assumption, K �Mr, γ/(γ +K − 1) must be a small number (we use γ/(γ +K − 1) = .1
with K = 100), but other than that we can set γ by hand knowing that since γ is a hyperhyperparameter
its influence on the distribution will matter less and less as data are collected. All together we get

bm,r ∼ Bernoulli

(
γ

γ +K − 1

)
. (35)

4.6 Multiple bright states

Fluorophores like ATTO647N may have multiple bright states [57]. Here instead of having one active state,
σA, we will have L active states, σA1, . . . , σAL each with brightness µA1, . . .µAL. Note that L must be
chosen before hand. The transition matrix is now L+ 2 by L+ 2

π =


πσD→σD πσD→σA1

πσD→σA2
. . . 0

πσA1→σD πσA1→σA1
πσA1→σA2

. . . πσA1→σB
πσA2→σD πσA2→σA1

πσA2→σA2
. . . πσA2→σB

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 0 . . . 1

 . (36)

We note that when we add these bright states we must add L different random variables (µA1, . . .µAL). In
the results section (Section 2.4), we evaluate the results of inference using different numbers for L.

4.7 Time dependent background brightness

Observations of the brightness over time of the ROIs reveal that there is a slight exponentially decaying
background brightness [35]. This makes sense because light from fluorophores outside the ROI may bleed
into the ROI. Because these fluorophores photobleach we expect that the brightness should go down with
time. In the continuum limit, the background brightness from fluorophores outside of the ROI will decay like
an exponential. Thus to model the background brightness at each time level, n, we can break the background
contribution into two pieces

µr,nB = µrB + µrB
′ exp(−n/τ) (37)

where µr,nB is the background brightness at the time level, µrB is the background brightness in the absence of
external fluorophores (fluorophores outside the ROI), µrB

′ is the contribution to background brightness due
to external fluorophores, and τ is the decay time of the background fluorophores (in units of frames or time
levels). We note that each ROI will have its own µrB

′, but they share a common τ . Plugging Eq. (37) into
Eq. (4) we have

wrn|s1:Mr,r
n , µA, µ

r
B , G ∼ Gamma

(
µrB + µrB

′ exp(−n/τ) +
K∑
k=1

bk,rµsk,rn , G

)
. (38)

To learn µrB
′ and τ we place gamma distribution priors on both

µrB
′ ∼ Gamma

(
φµ′B , ψµ′B

)
(39)

τ ∼ Gamma (φτ , ψτ ) (40)
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4.8 The collapsed state space

Under our model, each fluorophore is described by two different random variables, its load and its state.
However, we instead describe it with one random variable by lumping together fluorophores with off loads
and photobleached fluorophores with on loads. That is, we consider a new state space defined by

σ′D = {bm,r = 1 and sm,rn = σD} (41)

σ′A = {bm,r = 1 and sm,rn = σA} (42)

σ′B = {(bm,r = 1 and sm,rn = σB) or (bm,r = 0)} (43)

In this “collapsed state space”, we ignore the loads entirely, but allow for fluorophores to start from the
photobleached state with probability (K − 1)/(γ +K − 1) (the probability that a fluorophore has load off).
This in turn causes π0 to scale down by γ/(γ +K − 1) as well,

π0 =

[
γ

γ +K − 1
π0D,

γ

γ +K − 1
π0A,

K − 1

γ +K − 1
π0B

]
(44)

but notice that π is not affected (as off load fluorophores cannot become on and vice versa) nor are any of
the other random variables. Thus we can simplify our calculations by simply allowing load off fluorophores
to be considered photobleached so long as we keep track of π0.

4.9 Remark on sampling fluorophore states

When sampling the fluorophore states, we use the collapsed state space (explained above). Additionally,
rather than sample each sm,rn individually, we sample sm,rn , sm+1,r

n ,. . . sm+J,r
n together (for J = 4 in our case).

We additionally shuffle the fluorophore indices m so that at each sampler iteration, different fluorophores
are sampled together. Sampling fluorophore states together in this way helps the sampler mixing.

The joint microstate, Sm,rn , specifies the states of the fluorophores when we consider them together. For
example, one realization of a joint microstate might look like

Sm,rn =Σ17

Sm,rn ={sm,rn = σ′D,

sm+1,r
n = σ′A,

sm+2,r
n = σ′B ,

sm+3,r
n = σ′A,

sm+4,r
n = σ′D,

sm+5,r
n = σ′B},

or using a notation Σ1,Σ2, . . . to represent the possible joint microstates that Sm,rn can take,

Sm,rn =Σ17

Σ17 ={σ′D, σ′A, σ′B , σ′A, σ′D, σ′B},

where the index, 17, on Σ17 is used simply to illustrate an example. The number of values Sm,rn can take
(Σ1,Σ2, . . . ) is the Kronecker product of the individual state spaces ({σ′D, σ′A, σ′B}).
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4.10 Conjugate prior on transition probabilities

The choice of Dirichlet prior on the rows of π combined with the likelihood give back a Dirichlet distribu-
tion [38].
Proof:
Using Bayes’s theorem, and dropping all terms that do not depend on π0 and π, the likelihood of our FHMM
is

P
(
s1:K,1:R1:N , b1:K,1:R, µ1:R

A , µ1:R
B , G,π,π0|w1:R

1:N ,Ω
)

∝ P
(
w1:R

1:N |s
1:K,1:R
1:N , b1:K,1:R, µ1:R

A , µ1:R
B , G,π,π0,Ω

)
× P (π,π0)

∝

(
R∏
r=1

K∏
m=1

P (sm,r1 |π0)
N∏
n=2

P
(
sm,rn |sm,rn−1,π

))(
Dirichlet (π0|απ0

)
∏
i

Dirichlet
(
πσi |απσi

))

∝

 R∏
r=1

K∏
m=1

π
[sm,r1 =σD]
0,σD

π
[sm,r1 =σA]
0,σA

N∏
n=2

∏
i,j

π
[sm,rn−1=σi][s

m,r
n =σj ]

i,j

πα0,σD
−1

0,σD
π
α0,σA

−1
0,σA

∏
i,j

π
ασi,σj−1
σi,σj


∝

πC0,D

0,σD
π
C0,A

0,σA

∏
i,j

π
Ci,j
i,j

πα0,σD
−1

0,σD
π
α0,σA

−1
0,σA

∏
i,j

π
ασi,σj−1
σi,σj


∝ πC0,D+α0,σD

−1
0,σD

π
C0,A+α0,σA

−1
0,σA

∏
i,j

π
Ci,j+ασi,σj−1
σi,σj

∝ Dirichlet (π0|C0 + απ0
)
∏
i

Dirichlet
(
πσi |Ci + απσi

)
where C0,D and C0,A are the number of fluorophores that started in states σD, σA, and Ci,j is the number
of fluorophores that transitioned from σi to σj , C0 and Ci are the arrays containing the counts Ci,j , and the
products indexed by i and j go over σD, σA, and σB . So the Dirichlet prior on the initial state probability
and transition probabilities allow us to get back independent Dirichlet distributions in the posterior.

Notice that all elements of π0 and π that are equal to zero also have zero counts in the trace. Because
00 = 1, these components do not affect the probability.

4.11 Notes on initial sampler guess and hyperparameters.

We estimate the background for each ROI by looking at the end of the brightness time trace, when all
fluorophores are presumed to be photobleached, for each ROI. This can be estimated using the closed form
parameter estimators for the gamma distribution,

µ
(0),r
B =

(N −N ′)
∑N
n=N ′ w

r
n

(N −N ′)
∑N
n=N ′ w

r
n log(wrn)−

∑N
n=N ′ log(wrn)

∑N
n=N ′ w

r
n

(45)

where N ′ is the time level which we guess all fluorophores are bleached by.

For µ
(0)
A , we go through the data by eye and find the brightness drop from one well resolved photobleaching

event. Additional bright states are initialized at 90% this value, 80% this value, etc.

For π
(0)
0 we take the maximally naive approach and choose the starting probability for bright and dark

to be 50/50. We can choose π(0) using this approach, but we find that choosing self transitions to be larger
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speeds up the convergence significantly (by about 100-500 iterations)

π(0) =

.9 .1 0
.1 .8 .1
0 0 1


For s

(0),1:R,1:K
1:N we guess that there are no fluorophores in any ROI, i.e that for all loads, bm,r = 0.

In our analysis, we chose the hyperparameters to coincide with the initial guess. So α0 = [.5, .5, 0],
ασD = [.9, .1, 0], ασA = [.1, .8, .1], ασB = [0, 0, 1]. For the mean background brightness and mean fluorophore
brightness, we chose the initial guess to be the mean of the prior by scaling the scale parameter by the shape
parameter,

ψµA = µ
(0)
A /φµA

ψrµB = µ
r,(0)
B /φµB
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